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Abstract 

The Magnus effect on a model soccer ball rotating perpendicular to the flow direction at 

Reynolds numbers in the range of 5 50.96 10 4.62 10DRe     was investigated by means of 

aerodynamic force measurements and of a flow field survey. Considerable changes of the mean 

force coefficients with Reynolds number DRe  and spin parameter SP  occurred, which can be 

attributed to the altered boundary layer separation and wake zones in the lateral direction. A 
negative Magnus effect occurs in the critical Reynolds number range. Positive Magnus force is 
induced when the boundary layer is either laminar or turbulent on both ball sides. 

1 Introduction 

The basic flow phenomenon responsible for the sideways deviation of a ball or sphere rotating 
around an axis perpendicular to the flight direction from its initial straight path is commonly 
known as the (ordinary) Magnus effect. Less known is the negative Magnus effect due to the 
reversal of the side force that occurs in a certain range of Reynolds numbers and spin 
parameters. Both, the physics of the ordinary and negative Magnus effect on a sphere, were 
described by Kray et al. (2012). Additionally, in a recent paper, Muto et al. (2012) studied the 
boundary layer flow on a rotating sphere at few different Reynolds numbers and spin 
parameters by means of large-eddy simulation. The basic findings of Muto et al. (2012) agree 
well with the findings of fundamental studies on the Magnus effect on rotating spheres (Davies, 
1949; Taneda, 1957; Tsuji et al., 1985; Tanaka et al., 1990): In the subcritical and supercritical 
boundary layer regimes where the boundary layer was either subjected to fully laminar or fully 
turbulent separation, the Magnus force increased with increasing circumferential velocity. In the 
critical flow regime negative Magnus force was observed. The reason was laminarization of the 
boundary layer on the downstream-moving side and corresponding upstream shift of the 
separation point, whereas transition to turbulent boundary layer on the upstream-moving side 
shifted the separation point downstream, compared with the non-rotating case. 

When the surface of a sphere or spherical object is rough, it is well known from literature that 
the rough surface promotes the transition of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent. 
Therefore, the critical Reynolds number region is shifted to lower Reynolds numbers, compared 
with a smooth sphere. This effect has been studied by numerous researchers, first by applying 
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small spherical particles on the sphere surface (Achenbach, 1974), then for many types of rough 
sports balls (Mehta & Pallis, 2001), and as well for soccer balls (Asai et al., 2007). 

However, the Magnus effect for rotating sports balls is less investigated. To the best knowledge 
of the authors, for rotating soccer balls only a few studies are available which present 
aerodynamic force coefficients (Carré et al., 2005; Asai et al., 2007; Passmore et al., 2011). In 
some of these studies only Magnus data is given, as the drag coefficient was strongly increased 
by the flow interference of the driving rod. As all of them show to a great extent support 
interference due to penetration by shafts or by wires at the ball equator, and as the results 
disagree among each other, the measured force coefficients as a function of Reynolds number 
and spin parameter cannot be considered as reliable. Such data are needed to gain a better 
understanding for ball trajectories encountered in the today’s game of soccer. Further 
applications where drag and Magnus force data are needed are rough spherical objects, e.g. as 
particles in water and air or as compact wind-borne debris in the atmospheric boundary layer 
flow (Holmes, 2004), where the rotation effects strongly the objects’ trajectory. 

2 Experimental set-up and instrumentation 

The experimental set-up used to determine the aerodynamic coefficients of non-rotating and 
rotating soccer balls for a broad range of Reynolds numbers and spin parameters was very 
similar to the hemisphere set-up described by Kray et al. (2012), as soccer ball halves replaced 
the hemispheres (see Fig. 1(a)). Constructional details are shown in Fig. 1(b). 
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Figure 1: (a) Installation photograph of the ball-halves set-up with the model soccer ball; and (b) 
constructional details. 

The experiments were conducted in a Göttingen-type wind tunnel with closed return and an 
open jet test section. The model soccer ball (diameter 220 mmD  ) was mounted on an ‘L’-

shaped sting where the vertical part was designed as a NACA 0015 wing. The two soccer ball 
halves were driven by a DC-motor situated inside of them and were machined from aluminum 
alloy with 14 panels with pimples in an arrangement as for the original 2006 World Cup soccer 
ball, Teamgeist. The seams or rather grooves were exaggerated, being wider and sharper with a 
seam depth of approximately 2.0 mm. The forces on the model soccer ball and support system 
were measured using a six-component wind tunnel balance and were corrected with the tare 
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forces. Drag force DF  was measured in streamwise direction, whereas lift LF  and side force SF  

were measured in vertical and lateral direction. Aerosol visualizations of the time averaged 
wake flow fields were performed using a TSI oil droplet generator. 

3 Non-dimensional parameters 

In this study, experimental results correspond to dimensionless numbers whose overall 
uncertainties resulting from bias errors and repeatability are given as error bars in section 4, and 
are estimated for 95% coverage of the true mean value or otherwise stated for a 95% level of 
confidence. The raw data taken from the wind tunnel measurements are presented as non-
dimensional similarity parameters. Mean drag and lateral force coefficients are calculated from 

2/( / 4 )D DC F q D  , 2/( / 4 )L LC F q D   and 2/( / 4 )S SC F q D   where DF , LF  and SF  

are the mean drag, lift and side forces, 2π / 4D  is the projected area and 2/ 2q u    is the 

free-stream dynamic pressure. Due to the chosen sense of rotation, a positive Magnus force 

coefficient corresponds to a negative lift force coefficient ( M LC C  ). The Reynolds number 

DRe , the ratio of inertia to friction forces, is given by / νDRe u D  where u  is the free-

stream velocity, D the soccer ball diameter and ν  the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The spin 
parameter SP , the ratio of the maximum circumferential velocity on the ball surface ω/2 D  to 

the free-stream velocity u , is defined as ω /(2 )SP D u . 

4 Results and discussion 

Fig. 2 shows the mean drag coefficients of the model soccer ball in uniform flow as a function 
of the Reynolds number together with the drag curve of Achenbach (1972) for a smooth sphere 
and for a sphere with k/D=0.0015 (Achenbach, 1974) where k corresponds to the height of the 
spherical roughness elements. The effect of the gap was quantified to be negligible 

( 0.01 0.01DC   ) by pressing the ball halves against the non-rotating middle plate. 
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Figure 2: Drag coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number for the model soccer ball 
(triangle curve), the model soccer ball without gap (square curve), the drag curve of Achenbach 
(1972) for the smooth sphere (solid curve) and the drag curve of Achenbach (1974) for a sphere 

with k/D=0.0015 (dashed curve) 
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In the subcritical regime boundary layer separation is known to occur ahead of the equator, 

leading to a drag coefficient of 0.5DC  . Both, the model soccer ball drag curve and the drag 

curve for a rough sphere with k/D=0.0015 of Achenbach (1974) show that rough surfaces shift 
the critical Reynolds number region to lower Reynolds numbers and increase the supercritical 
drag coefficient. However, the mechanism of how spherical roughness elements affect the 
boundary layer transition to turbulence and how the drag coefficient re-increases in the 
transcritical Reynolds number range is different compared with soccer ball surfaces which have 
a rather constant drag coefficient in the supercritical regime due to the boundary layer 
separation being tripped at the grooves or seams. 

In Figs. 3, 5 and 7 the mean coefficients of drag, DC , Magnus and side force, MC  and SC , are 

plotted vs. the spin parameter, SP , for the ball-halves set-up for the range of Reynolds numbers 
5 50.96 10 4.62 10DRe     and increasing spin where the initial ball orientation at 0SP   

was arbitrary. Figs. 4, 6 and 8 show aerosol visualizations at Reynolds numbers DRe  close to 

those from the force coefficient plots. 

At 50.96 10DRe    MC  increases from 0MC   at 0SP   to 0.16MC   at 0.25SP  , as 

shown in Fig. 3, probably due to the laminar boundary layer shifting downstream on the 
downstream-moving side and upstream on the upstream-moving side with increasing SP . 

Aerosol visualizations at 50.97 10DRe    in Fig. 4(a) and (b) confirm this interpretation. The 

increasing pressure difference at the ball equator causes the Magnus force to increase, whereas 

the base pressure is only slightly changed and thus the drag coefficient DC  remains 

approximately constant up to 0.25SP  . 

As shown in Fig. 4(c), at 0.51SP   separation points on both ball sides are further shifted 
downstream. This occurs due to the boundary layer detaching in the turbulent state on the side 
rotating in opposite streamwise direction. As the laminar boundary layer separates at equal polar 
angle from the front stagnation point, the pressure difference between both sides at the ball 
equator is approximately zero resulting in zero Magnus force coefficient. As the base pressure 

increases at the same time, the drag coefficient decreases to a minimum of 0.33DC   at 

0.51SP   (see Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3: Drag, Magnus and side force coefficients as a function of spin parameter for the 

soccer ball-halves set-up at 50,96 10DRe    (square curve for DC ; rhombus curve with error 

bars for MC ; triangle curve for SC ). 
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With further increasing spin parameter the coefficients of the Magnus force and drag force, MC  

and DC , increase. As shown in Fig. 3, at 1.12SP   values of 0.34MC   and 0.49DC   are 

found. From the visualization at 1.01SP   in Fig. 4(d) it may be concluded that an upstream 
shift of the turbulent boundary layer separation on the side rotating opposite to the flow 
direction ahead of the ball equator is induced. As on the downstream-moving side the boundary 
layer becomes turbulent as well, the separation point is further shifted downstream. The 

increasing pressure difference at the ball equator leads to increasing Magnus coefficients MC , 

whereas DC  increases due to decreasing base pressure. The side force coefficient is close to 

zero in the whole spin parameter range. 
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Figure 4: Aerosol visualizations of the flow around the soccer ball-halves set-up at 
50.97 10DRe   : (a) 0SP  ; (b) 0.26SP  ; (c) 0.51SP  ; and (d) 1.01SP  ; arrows indicate 

approximate positions of boundary layer separation. 

At 52.06 10DRe    the flow is in the critical Reynolds number range, as the drag coefficient 

DC  is below 0.4DC   at 0SP   (see Fig. 5). Fig. 6(a) shows temporally fluctuating 

asymmetric flow at 52.10 10DRe    and 0SP   with the boundary layer separating on the 

lower side well behind the ball equator. A different ball orientation and the slightly different 

Reynolds number compared with the set-up at 0SP   in Fig. 5, where MC  is close to zero and 

the experimental uncertainty due to repeatability is high, may explain this. 
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Figure 5: Drag, Magnus and side force coefficients as a function of spin parameter for the 
soccer ball-halves set-up at 52.06 10DRe    (square curve for DC ; rhombus curve with error 

bars for MC ; triangle curve for SC ). 
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Figure 6: Aerosol visualizations of the flow around the soccer ball-halves set-up at 
52.10 10DRe   : (a) 0SP  ; (b) 0.12SP  ; and (c) 0.47SP  ; arrows indicate approximate 

positions of boundary layer separation. 

With increasing spin the drag coefficient decreases due to the negative Magnus effect which is 
visible at 0.12SP   in Fig. 6(b). Temporal fluctuations of the separation point on the 
downstream-moving side vanished due to laminarization of the boundary layer. At this spin 
parameter the maximum downward deflection of the wake can be observed which is in good 

agreement with the minimum Magnus force coefficient of 0.09MC    in Fig. 5. As at this 

Reynolds number the flow is in the laminar-turbulent transition regime, the side force 

coefficient is non-zero up to 0.24SP   with a maximum value of 0.09SC    at 0.06SP  . 

The minimum drag coefficient of 0.27DC   occurs at 0.24SP   when the boundary layer 

separation is approximately symmetric on both ball sides resulting in 0MC  . With further 

increasing spin parameter, MC  increases further due to turbulent boundary layers on both sphere 

sides, the positive Magnus effect, as may be seen at 0.47SP   in Fig. 6(c). The increasing 
asymmetry of boundary layer separation causes a base pressure decrease correlating well with 
the drag coefficient increase. 

At 53.42 10DRe    and 54.62 10DRe    (see Fig. 7) the flow is in the supercritical Reynolds 

number regime with turbulent boundary layers on both ball sides. MC  and DC  increase with 

increasing spin parameter, whereas the side force coefficient SC  is close to zero in the whole 

spin parameter range. Fig. 8 shows corresponding flow visualizations for spin parameters of 

0SP  , 0.11SP   and 0.29SP   at 53.46 10DRe   . Approaching the potential flow state on 

the downstream-moving side, the boundary layer stays attached down to the rear sting, whereas 
from 0.11SP   to 0.29SP   on the upstream-moving side a slight upstream shift of the 
separation point is visible resulting in an upward inclined wake, consistent with a positive 
Magnus effect. For high spin parameters the Magnus force coefficient data show a leveling off 

in the range of 0.30 0.35MC  , where depending on the Reynolds number the plots of MC  

and DC  as a function of SP  differ especially in the range 0.025 0.15SP   from each other. 
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Figure 7: Drag, Magnus and side force coefficients as a function of spin parameter for the 

soccer ball-halves set-up at 53.42 10DRe    (square curve for DC ; rhombus curve with error 

bars for MC ; triangle curve for SC ).; and (b) 54.62 10DRe    (green circle curve for DC ; 

purple circle curve for MC ; brown circle curve for SC ). 
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Figure 8: Aerosol visualizations of the flow around the soccer ball-halves set-up at 
53.46 10DRe   : (a) 0SP  ; (b) 0.11SP  ; and (c) 0.29SP  ; arrows indicate approximate 

positions of boundary layer separation. 

Conclusions 

In the present study, aerodynamic force measurements and a flow field survey were carried out 
on a model soccer ball rotating perpendicular to the flow direction in order to investigate the 
effect of the rotation on the flow parameters. The grooves between the panels make the surface 
of the ball rough. The Reynolds numbers investigated were in a range of 

5 50.96 10 4.62 10DRe     which is pertinent to the game of soccer. 

Compared with Magnus and drag force coefficients for a smooth sphere (Kray et al., 2012), for 
a rough soccer ball the Reynolds number and spin parameter ranges where negative Magnus 
effect occurs are reduced and shifted to lower Reynolds numbers. Additionally, the three-
dimensionality of the flow is reduced, as side force coefficients are much lower for the rough 
soccer ball. In the critical Reynolds number regime the onset of ball rotation led to 
laminarization of the boundary layer on the side rotating in flow direction. Thus the fluctuating 
boundary layer separation vanished, as was evident from wake flow visualization and 
decreasing experimental uncertainty due to repeatability of the Magnus force. 
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Positive Magnus force occurs when the boundary layer is either laminar or turbulent on both 
sphere sides. However, as the boundary layer flow was not measured in the present study, 
changes of boundary layer flow characteristics i.e. from laminar to turbulent are only conjecture 
based on the flow field visualizations. Results from the available literature (e.g. Muto et al., 
2012) cited herein confirm the conclusions drawn. For supercritical Reynolds numbers it was 

shown that the aerodynamic coefficients MC  and DC  still vary as a function of the spin 

parameter with the boundary layer on the downstream-moving side remaining attached down to 
the rear sting for high values of SP .  
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